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Abstract
Higher student debt causes college students to take jobs with higher wages and lower job satisfaction. We arrive
at this finding using representative samples of college graduates and exploiting variation in financial aid policies to
identify the causal effect of debts on job choices. When we extend the search with asset framework of Lise (2013) to
accommodate non-pecuniary amenities the model matches our empirical findings: higher debt tilts acceptance policies
toward high wage, low satisfaction jobs. In a quantitative extension we identify the utility value of amenities through
observed search behavior conditional on reported satisfaction and income, finding that high satisfaction jobs are valued
at 6 percent of lifetime consumption relative to low satisfaction jobs. This trade-off is large enough that computing
welfare gains in a counterfactual income-based repayment policy using only wages leads to a mistaken inference that
students prefer a fixed repayment policy.
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Introduction

How does the asset position of an individual affect the way that they choose between jobs? Does
the substitutable role of wages and assets in providing consumption lead individuals with lower
assets (or more debt) to accept jobs with higher pay but lower amenity value to the worker? A
recent literature studying job choice in consumption-savings models has abstracted from nonwage amenities (Herkenhoff et al., 2016; Lise, 2013). A number of recent papers have attributed an
important role to non-wage amenities in job choice (Hall and Mueller, 2018; Sorkin, 2018; Mas and
Pallais, 2017). Bringing these literatures together, we study this new amenity-wage trade-off in the
context of student debt and job choice in the US. We show that this new trade-off is empirically
observed, grounded in theory, and quantitatively relevant for the decisions and welfare of college
graduates.
We focus on student debt for two reasons. First, a unique dataset positions us well to answer
these questions. We merge restricted-use microdata from the National Center for Education Statistics’ (NCES) Baccalaureate and Beyond surveys with publicly available college financial data. These
data allows us to (i) directly observe debt and earnings, as well responses to a set of questions
regarding job satisfaction which we view as reflecting amenities, (ii) exploit within-college acrosstime variation in institutional grants to construct instruments for individual assets (student debt),
a crucial step in assessing the causal effect of assets on job choice in an empirical framework, (iii)
exploit observed search behavior conditional on income and job satisfaction to identify the utility
value of non-wage amenities, a crucial step in quantifying the welfare effect of assets on job choice in
a quantitative model of savings and job choice.
Theory This paper proceeds in three steps. First, we establish that lower assets lead individuals
to accept higher wage, lower amenity jobs in a canonical job search model with consumption and
savings. The partial equilibrium model combines a standard consumption and savings problem
with three key ingredients: undirected search, heterogeneity in job offers in both wage and nonwage features, and an assumption that amenities cannot be traded.
The theoretical model provides a clear apparatus for thinking about two recent important
literatures. First, a number of recent papers have discussed the important role of amenities in the
valuation of jobs. Kaplan and Schulhofer-Wohl (2017) find that survey measures of job satisfaction
vary systematically across demographic groups in the cross-section and time-series. Mas and
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Pallais (2017) find evidence for sizeable compensating differentials at least for a tail of workers.
Sorkin (2018) finds evidence in firm survey data for compensating differentials when workers
systematically move to lower-paying firms. Compensating differentials account for over half of
the firm component in the variance of earnings. Hall and Mueller (2018) also find the dispersion of
the offered nonwage component to be substantially larger than that of the offered log wages, using
a panel survey of unemployed individuals drawing benefits in New Jersey in the fall of 2009 (by
Alan Krueger and Andreas Mueller). Meanwhile other amenities such as health insurance (Dey
and Flinn, 2008) and job security (Jarosch, 2015) have also been studied in the context of search
models.
Empirical Second, we show that such a trade-off is observed in the context of student debt:
higher debt causes students to take jobs with higher wages but lower satisfaction on a number
of dimensions. We extend the one-college event studies of Rothstein and Rouse (2011) and Field
(2009) to a representative sample of college students.1 Extending this analysis to a representative
sample, we lack the quasi-experimental variation in student debt available to these authors. In
the same spirit as these papers, we exploit changes in the composition of grants and loans on
the institution level that shifts debts across cohorts within colleges to identify the causal effect of
debts on job choices. Our main result is that higher student debt causes higher wages, lower job
satisfaction, shorter unemployment durations out of college and lower employment in low paying
public interest jobs such as school teaching. Increasing the student debts by $1,000 would lead to
an increase of $211 for the initial wage in our baseline. The causal effect on wages is higher than
the result in the OLS specification, where we find higher debt is associated with no changes in
wages or even lower wages, suggesting that debt is negatively selected, consistent with Yannelis
(2015).
The result contributes in three ways to the literature. First, the result complements Herkenhoff
et al. (2016) who find that increases in borrowing capacity encourage workers to flow into selfemployed jobs. Second, comparison of our OLS and IV specifications clarifies why empirical
studies of student debt and wages that do not control for endogeneity find that higher debt is
associated with lower wages (Ji, 2017; Weidner, 2016). Third, that higher debt leads to lower job
satisfaction provides explicit empirical support for the notion that amenities are important in job
decisions, corroborating the growing literature on the existence of compensating differentials (Hall
1 Both find policies that substitute loans for grants reduce wages and increase uptake of public interest jobs.

Rothstein
and Rouse (2011) study a “highly selective” private college, while Field (2009) studies New York University Law School.
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and Mueller, 2018; Sorkin, 2018; Mas and Pallais, 2017; Delavande and Zafar, 2014).
Quantitative Third, we extend the model to separately include student debt in the agent’s portfolio and its unique institutional features, in particular no default. A novel calibration strategy
uses self-reported search behavior of the employed by income and job satisfaction to infer utility
values of amenities. The model allows us to quantify the value of job satisfaction and its role in
job choice. A free move to a high amenity job is—on average—valued at 6 percent of lifetime
consumption. This average value is lower when either search frictions are weaker, or borrowing
constraints are tighter.
The model permits a policy experiment in which fixed repayment loans are replaced with
income based repayment loans. This replicates the largest change in student debt policy in the
US in recent years (Income Based Repayment (IBR) plan), enacted in 2010 after our sample. We
show that understanding the wage-satisfaction trade-off is important for evaluating the welfare
consequences of recent changes to repayment policies.
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Under an IBR students only repay debt in a fixed proportion to disposable income when they
are employed.3 Keeping fixed the distributions of debt and available jobs, we examine the effect
of the policy on our sample cohort with three main results. First, we assess welfare outcomes. On
average, the policy has a positive effect on graduate welfare, increasing average post-graduation
expected utility by 1.3 percent. In the cross-section, 89 percent of students prefer the IBR, with
low debt students preferring the fixed repayment system. Second, we use the model to decompose these gains. A large fraction of the welfare increase stems from shifting repayments into
periods when marginal utility of consumption is lower. 30 percent comes from higher job satisfaction, while 7 percent is due to lower search costs. Third, we assess how policy analysis might
be misguided if it does not account for job satisfaction. Discounted life-time wages are higher under the baseline system, cautioning against using this metric to assess welfare: job satisfaction is
quantitatively key in comparing the two systems. Under the new income based repayment policy
graduates take jobs with lower wages and higher amenities, with the latter accounting for more
2 We also make direct contributions to the study of the impact of student debt on graduating college students. We
list a few examples for papers that have used the same data set B&B. Lochner and Monge-Naranjo (2015) study the
repayment and default patterns of the cohort 1993 as of ten years later in 2003, and provided characterization along
different demographics. Altonji et al. (2016) use B&B and other data sets to study the impacts of recessions on entry
labor market performance and long-run success. Chapman (2015) employs a different identification strategy using
state-level merit aid to measure the causal effect of debts on earnings. She finds that exogenously increasing the loan
burden of a college graduate by $1,000 increases her annual income by $400-$800 one year after graduation.
3 This policy was discussed in an op-ed by Kaplan (2008) and is the dominant repayment scheme in the United
Kingdom, Australia, New Zealand and Singapore.
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Notes (i) Data are from Integrated Post Secondary Data System (IPEDS) maintained by the National Center for Education Statistics, (ii) The
sample is restricted to colleges that, according to the Carnegie classification, offer a highest qualification of at least a bachelor degree. We remove law,
medical and business schools. (iii) The decomposition is exact in logs, log Loanst = log ( Loanst /Borrowerst ) + log ( Borrowerst /Studentst ) +
log (Studentst ).

than a third of the improvement in overall utility.
Layout The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 3 presents our empirical results.
Section 2 presents the theory. Section 4 extends this model to a quantitative model of student debt.
Section 5 and 6 discuss estimation and model fit. Section 7 and 8 we examine how student debt
effects behavior in the model, compare our results to the data, and conduct our repayment scheme
policy experiment. Section 10 concludes.
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Theory

We present a labor-search model that motivates the following empirical study of the effect of
student debt on job choice. Since it forms the core of the quantitative model that we will estimate
in Section 4, we present the model in some detail.
Environment Time is discrete. Workers are infinitely lived and discount the future at constant
rate β. Each period a worker may be either employed or unemployed.
Preferences Workers maximize expected discounted lifetime utility which is time separable. Period utility derives from consumption c ∈ [0, ∞) and non-pecuniary amenity x ∈ [0, ∞) which we
call job satisfaction when employed, and has a fixed value x̄ ∈ (0, ∞) when unemployed.
∞

Ū = E0 ∑ βt u(ct , xt ).
t =0

We assume that u has the following properties: twice continuously differentiable, with uc > 0,
ucc < 0, u x > 0, u xx < 0, and that the Inada conditions hold for both argument.4 We assume that
u is homogeneous of degree one in (c, x ), which implies that xucx + cucc = 0 and so ucx > 0.
Job A job is a bundle of a wage and non-wage utility provided to the worker (w, x ) ∈ [0, ∞) ×

[0, ∞). Labor markets are frictional. At the beginning of each period unemployed workers draw
one job with probability λ, from the distribution of jobs F (w, x ).5 Employed workers are separated
into unemployment at the beginning of the period with probability δ, and an unemployed worker
receives unemployment benefits w̄ ∈ (0, ∞) every period. A separated worker does not receive a
new job offer within the period in which they are separated.
Assets Workers have access to a single liquid asset a that pays a riskless net return r. Holdings
of the asset may be negative subject to the natural borrowing limit a.
Worker problem Let W ( a, w, x ) be the present discounted value of expected utility of an employed worker with assets a, and job (w, x ), having survived a separation shock δ, but before
4 That

is limc→0 uc (c, x ) = ∞, limc→∞ uc (c, x ) = 0, with the same being true for the limits in terms of x.
has continuous density f (w, x ) over bounded, connected supports w ∈ W = [w, w̄] and x ∈ X = [ x, x̄ ].

5 F ( w, x )
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payment of wages w. Let U ( a) be the present discounted value of expected utility of an unemployed worker with assets a after either (i) rejecting an offer, (ii) being separated. We represent
these values recursively as follows:
h
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0
W ( a, w, x ) = max
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Reservation policy Given that W ( a, w, x ) is monotonically increasing in each of w and x, the
acceptance decision of the unemployed worker will be characterized by a reservation job locus
w∗ ( a, x ), implicitly defined by
W ( a, w∗ ( a, x ) , x ) = U ( a) ,

(3)

such that a job with amenity value x is accepted if and only if the wage satisfies w ≥ w∗ ( a, x ).
Using (3) we can establish that w∗ ( a, x ) is (i) downward sloping, (ii) convex:6

w∗x =

(+)
W
− x(+)
Ww

h

<0 ,

w∗xx = −

(−)

(+)

Wxx + Wxw w∗x (−)

i(−)

(+)

Ww

i(+)
h
(+)
(−)
(+)
− Wxw + Www w∗x (−)
Wx

Ww2

> 0.

In the limit as x increases, the Inada conditions imply that limx→∞ Wx = 0, meanwhile the declining wage around w∗ ( a, x ) leads the marginal utility of consumption to increase: limx→∞ Ww =
limx→∞ uc + β(1 − δ)Ww0 = ∞. Therefore limx→∞ w∗x = 0: at very large x and low w, a small
increase in w would offset a large decline in x and keep utility constant.
6 The

recursive structure of the derivative properties of the value function with respect to x and w implies that they
0 . Since it is always the
inherit the derivative properties of the utility function. For example, Wxw = ucx + β(1 − δ)Wxw
case that ucx ≥ 0, then Wxw ≥ 0.
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Assets and job choice Our main interest is how this job acceptance policy responds to different
levels of assets a. Differentiating with respect to a and using the envelope conditions:
w∗a

h 


i
1+r
Ua − Wa
U
E
∗
=
uc c ( a, x̄ ), x̄ − uc c ( a, w ( a, x ), x ), x .
=
Ww
Ww ( a, w∗ ( a, x ), x )

Let cU and c E be shorthand for the above consumption functions. Using a first order approxi
mation of the marginal utility of consumption when unemployed around c E , x , our additional
assumption that u (c, x ) is homogeneous of degree one in (c, x ), and letting R(c, x ) denote the
coefficient of relative risk-aversion:7
w∗a ( a, x )

=

(1 + r )ucE (c E ( a, w∗ ( a, x ), x ), x )(+)
R(c, x )(+)
Ww ( a, x )(+)




x̄
cU ( a )
.
−
x c E ( a, w∗ ( a, x ), x )

A special case is useful. Let ŵ∗a ( a, x ) denote the case in which the marginal utility of consumption
is constant in employment, and let R(c, x ) = R̄:
ŵ∗a ( a, x )

= R̄
|

(+)

x̄
cU ( a )
− E
[1 − β(1 − δ)]
{z
} x c ( a, w∗ ( a, x ), x )
(+)





Ω

Working first with the special case, it is straight-forward to sign the derivative in the limits of x.
Using the fact that w∗ ( a, x ) is decreasing in x and c E ( a, w∗ ( a, x ), x ) is decreasing in w:
lim ŵ∗a ( a, x ) > 0

x →0

,

lim ŵ∗a ( a, x ) < 0.

x →∞

Note that we do not require that c E ( a, w∗ ( a, x ), x ) is at any point less than cU ( a), only that it is
increasing in the wage. Since w∗a ( a, x ) is continuous, and monotone in x,8 then by the Intermediate
Value Theorem there exists some x̂ ( a) such that
- For all x < x̂ ( a) an increase in assets leads to an increase in the reservation wage. Workers
reject more high wage, low amenity jobs.
- For all x > x̂ ( a) an increase in assets leads to an decrease in the reservation wage. Workers
7 The

approximation being as follows. Note that the residual terms in the approximation are second order with
respect to the marginal utility of consumption, and so third order with respect to u:











uc cU , xb = uc c E , x + ucc c E , x cU − c E + ucx c E , x ( x̄ − x ) + O2 || x − x̄ ||, ||c E − cU || .
8 We

h
i
E · w∗ ( a, x ) + c E ] < 0.
note that ŵ∗ax = Ω − xx̄2 + cU ( a) · (cE (1a))2 · [cw
x
x
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accept more low wage, high amenity jobs.
Since the marginal value of wages is positive (Ww ( a, x ) > 0), then this holds true for the general
case as well. In fact, the result is more stark. Take a worker considering a high-w, low-x job. If
the job were accepted, then the worker would be saving, with consumption increasing, and the
marginal utility of consumption falling on the job.9 Therefore Ww < (1 + r )ucE /[1 − β(1 − δ)],
and so w∗a ( a, x ) > ŵ∗a ( a, x ). In the alternative case, at a low-w, high-x job, the marginal utility of
consumption will increase on the job, such that Ww > (1 + r )ucE /[1 − β(1 − δ)], and w∗a ( a, x ) <
ŵ∗a ( a, x ). Comparing the general and special cases, the derivative w∗a is more positive (negative)
than ŵ∗a to the left (right) of x̂ ( a).
Illustrative simulation To visualize the above results we simulate a version of the model with
simple functional forms and standard parameter values. We specify F (w, x ) as the product of
independent marginal log-normal distributions both the same mean µ and standard deviation σ.
For simplicity we set b = xb . The utility function u(c, x ) is CES with the same weights on each
input and elasticity of substitution ρ (ρ < 1 indicates complements and ucx > 0).10
Figure 2A displays the downward sloping, convex job acceptance policy h( a, x ). Note that
the worker will accept high x jobs with wages below b and jobs with x < xb but high wages. The
baseline ‘low asset’ case gives h( a, x ) under a = 0, the ‘high asset’ case under twice the average
wage draw. Under higher assets the reservation locus rotates clockwise around a stationary point.
With higher assets the worker is liberated from the pains of high wage, low amenity work, and
accepts more high amenity jobs with lower wages.
Panel B uses the polynomial splines used to construct the value functions to determine the
‘exact’ derivative of h a = (Ua − Wa )/Ww . The dashed line gives the first order approximation
used in the proof which is shown to do a good job at characterizing the change in signs of h a .
Panel C plots the two components of h a . As discussed h2a is greater than the constant marginal
utility case when x is small, h( a, x ) is large and the marginal utility of consumption is falling,
while the opposite is true for large x. However h2a does not vary much as access to the risk-free
asset allows the household to keep the marginal utility of consumption approximately constant
9 The

Euler equation for consumption on the job is standard:
h
i
0
ucE = β(1 + r ) (1 − δ)ucE0 + δuU
.
c

10 Formally

u(c, x ) = [cρ + x ρ ]1/ρ
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Table 1: Illustrative model parameters
R

β
1.05

1
− 12

λ

βR = 0.99

δ

0.40

0.05

µ
log



σ

$30,000
12×$1,000



log



$18,000
12×$1,000



ρ

b = xb

0.50

$1, 000

Figure 2: Simulated example of job acceptance policy behaviour
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Notes: Figure A depicts the acceptance policies h( a, x ) for two asset levels (high and low). Figure B depicts its derivative h a ( a, x ) with respect to a. Figure C decomposes the derivative h a ( a, x ) according to the equation h a =

Ua −Wa
Ww .

during a spell of employment. Meanwhile the variation in the marginal value of the wage around
the reservation wage locus causes h1a to decrease sharply as Ww increases.
Restrictions on utility We do not need the condition that ucx > 0. If ucx = 0, then as h( a, x )
increases causing c E ( a, h( a, x ), x ) to increase, uc still falls. This is sufficient to cause Ww to decline
and h2a to increase to deliver the result. However if ucx < 0, then the fall in x will have an offsetting effect on the marginal utility of consumption, leaving the change in Ww ambiguous. In
the quantitative model we will consider separable utility—which allows us to be agnostic as to
whether our data captures is flow or present discounted values of job satisfaction—so the fact that
ucx > 0 is not necessary is important.
Unemployment duration

Note that the model does not have a sharp prediction for the effect

of assets on unemployment duration, only on the average wage and average job satisfaction of
accepted jobs. As the reservation locus rotates, it may either lead to an increase or decrease in
unemployment duration. The standard force of Ua falling by more than Wa as assets decrease,
causing unemployment durations to shorten, is offset by the acceptance of less high satisfaction
jobs. This ambiguity will be borne out in he empirics, as we will find little empirical support for
9

the effect of student debt on unemployment durations, but large effects on the selection of job in
terms of (w, x ).
Summary Our contribution in this section is to include amenities in a model of search with asset
accumulation. The key insight is that when amenities are non-tradeable, and so do not enter the
budget constraint of the worker, there exists a substitutability between wages and assets that does
not carry over to job satisfaction and assets. Higher assets can be used to purchase consumption
goods, which reduces the marginal value of a high wage job, leading the household to substitute
toward low wage, high amenity jobs.
Further questions This framework allows one to think existing studies with the added perspective of the interaction of assets and amenities. Over the business cycle, do recessions in which asset
values fall cause the cyclically unemployed to systematically choose higher wage, lower amenity
jobs in the recovery? And if so, how would this change our view as to the true welfare losses of
recessions? As an economy develops, does the increased provision of insurance through broader
access to credit allow workers to take lower wage, higher amenity jobs? Does this help explain
the flattening college wage premium as better insured college graduates simply take jobs they like
more? Does this help explain increasingly slow recoveries of wages in economic recoveries? Does
the provision of insurance from parents to children, allow offspring of wealthy parents to take
higher amenity, lower wage jobs such as low paying internships?
All of these questions would be quantitatively interesting if the utility values of job satisfaction are large. So in Section 4 we extend this model so that we can estimate the value of job
satisfaction. First we establish that this trade-off of amenities for wages when assets are lower is
empirically observed in the special case of student debt.
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3

Empirics

We first describe the data, sample selection and measurement that determines the sample for
our empirics and for computing moments used in estimating the quantitative model in Section
5. We then detail our empirical strategy, results, how these results vary across the distribution
of observables, and robustness to sample selection and measurement choices. Throughout we
express dollar amounts in 2009 dollars, deflating by the CPI.

3.1

Data

Individual At the individual level our main data source is the National Center for Education
Statistics’ Baccalaureate and Beyond Surveys.11 The data are available for three samples of undergraduates: those graduating in 1993, 2000 and 2008. We restrict attention to the latter two cohorts
(BB00, BB08) since student debt is negligible in the first. Each sample is representative of that
cohort, and consists of a mix of administrative and self-reported data acquired in an interview
one year after graduation. Administrative data include all responses on the individual’s application for free Federal funding (including parental income, parental education), college reported
data (including GPA, major), and data from national administrative grant and loan records.12 Selfreported data cover various aspects of employment and job search between college and interview.
Institutional Using school identifiers, we merge the BB individual data with institution level
data from two sources. The first is the Institutional Post-Secondary Database (IPEDS), which includes
annual data on grants and loans of all types (institutional, State, Federal, other). The second is the
recently released College Scorecard data, which includes measures of SAT scores of entering college
cohorts that we will use to control for time-varying college quality.
Sample selection

We keep the following observations. All references are with respect to charac-

teristics of the individual one year after college when the BB interview takes place. We keep those
people in our regresson sample: in terms of demographics, those under the age of 30; in terms of
11 Other

papers to have used this data include Lochner and Monge-Naranjo (2015), Altonji et al. (2016), Gervais and
Ziebarth (2017) Weidner (2016).
12 Respectively, these data sources combined in the BB are as follows. The Free Application for Federal Student Aid
(FAFSA) form is filled out by any student seeking Federal funding, which in practice is almost all students. The National
Post-secondary Student Aid Study (NPSAS) is an administrative data set to which all colleges that receive any Federal
funding report information on all students. The National Student Loan Data System (NSLDS) maintains records of all
student loans.
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employment, those employed full-time in a single job, and that report earning above $12,500;13 in
terms of education, those that completed a four year undergraduate degree; in terms of debt, those
with positive student loans from any source. We provide more explanation for these restrictions
when considering robustness below.
Table 2 provides full-sample and restricted-sample summary statistics for both cohorts, and
compares these to individuals aged 25-30 in the CPS with a college degree. We find that our
sample selection procedure does not drastically change the general observable properties of the
cohorts. Our final sample for regressions is also close to the CPS, showing that the BB sample is
indeed representative.

3.2

Specification

Estimating equation We consider estimating the following equation:
yijc = αc + βdijc + γ0 Xijc + ε ijc ,

(4)

where yijc is an outcome measure for an individual i at college j in cohort c ∈ {2001, 2009}, dijc
is a measure of student debt, Xijc are a vector of individual level observables, and αc is a cohort
fixed effect. We seek an unbiased and consistent estimate of β. Two issues arise from such a
specification.
First, there may be a correlation between the level of debt an individual takes on and the quality of the college attended. If a higher quality college produces better outcomes yijc conditional on

observables Xijc , then a positive cov ε ijc , dijc would bias β upward. To address this we consider
only within-college across-cohort variation by adding a college fixed effect αc , as well as a continuous
control for time-varying college quality Q jc . Under ε ijc = α j + γ1 Q jc + ηijc , our estimate would be

unbiased if cov ηijc , dijc = 0.
However, even within a college there may be a correlation between the level of debt an individual takes on and unobservable quality or skill ai which may be positively correlated with yijc .
Two particular cases concern us. On the one hand, debt may be negatively selected. Low quality
students may have low quality parents, who themselves have low wages, leading to additional
13 In

2009 dollars, one would earn $12,445 ($11,809) if working at the 2009 (2001) Federal Minimum Wage ($5.85) for
38 hours per week over a 50 week year. Full-time status is taken from an interview question regarding labor force
participation. Ten categories are available, and we keep those responding “One full-time job, not enrolled [in further
education]”. The majority of respondents (50.1 percent) give this response. Table XXX describes the full distribution of
responses to this question in both cohorts.
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borrowing. In this case a negative cov( ai , ηijc ) would bias β downward. On the other hand, debt
may be positively selected. High quality students forecast that they will receive high wages and
so borrow to smooth consumption. In this case a positive cov( ai , ηijc ) would bias β upward.
We address this in two ways. First, we directly add additional controls Sijc for parental quality and student quality that are pre-determined at college entry, so that ηijc = δ2 Sijc + νijc . Second,
we construct instruments for student debt that vary within-colleges, across-cohorts, that are potentially correlated with dijc , and uncorrelated with νijc . Motivated by Rothstein and Rouse (2011),
we choose an instrument that depends on college policy. We take as our instrument Zjc the ratio
of the value of total institutional grants Grants jc to the sum of Grants jc and total Federal loans
Loans jc . We also vary the instrument with other relevant variables for robustness. The final regression specification is therefore
First stage:
Second stage:



dijc = α1c + α1j + ψZjc + Π0 Xijc , Q jc , Sijc + ξ ijc ,


yijc = α2c + α2j + βdˆijc + Γ0 Xijc , Q jc , Sijc + νijc .

(5)

In the interest of keeping this section brief, we point the reader to a more detailed discussion
of the properties of this instrument in Appendix ??. Here we summarize the main take-aways
from that section.
1. Relevance Federal loans and Institutional grants account for over 70 percent of external funding.14 Institutional grants account for more than half of Grants jc + Loans jc —i.e.
 
E Zjc ≈ 0.5.
2. Relevance In addition to being small in value, other forms of State and Federal funding,
(i) show little cross-cohort variation, (ii) are determined by formula that leave them highly
correlated our existing controls Sijc , (iii) can be compensated with institutional grants when
not offered and so may not affect debt.15
14 See Table 3. In terms of percentage of total funding: Loans - Federal 26%, Other 6%; Grants - Federal 13%, State
10%, Institutional 45%. In terms of percentage of students receiving funding: Loans - Federal 54%, Other 7%; Grants Federal 33%, State 34%, Institutional 55%.
15 Chapman (2015) studies a similar question to us, focussing only on the effect of student debt on wages. Using BB09
and a regression-discontinuity design around SAT eligibility cut-offs for state-merit aid as an instrument for student
debt, she finds a positive but statistically insignificant effect of debt on wages. Similar issues regarding power have
affected researchers using Treasury data on the universe of student loans and parental income eligibility cut-offs for
Federal need-based aid. We suspect that much of the issue regarding statistical significance in both cases is that State
and Federal grants make up small components of total external funding and—when not granted—can be made up
with institutional grants if available. Hence, like Rothstein and Rouse (2011), we focus on within-college variation in
the largest component of non-loan funding: institutional grants.
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3. Variation There is significant within-college across-cohort variation in Zjc , which—after accounting for college fixed effects—is strongly negatively correlated with average Federal
loans. Figure ?? plots a histogram of Zjc − Z̄j using IPEDS data from 2001 to 2014, showing
that there is significant variation in Zjc within colleges, across time.
4. Exogeneity One may be concerned that within-college across-time changes in Zjc alter the
composition of students beyond that accounted for by our rich set of observables and Q jc .
For example, suppose a student receives many offers from colleges J and then select j ∈ J
based on Grantsijc —which is positively correlated with Zjc . Then if Zjc0 < Zjc , the lower
Zjc0 will lead fewer financially constrained (low skill) students to accept offers in cohort c0 .
Debt in c0 will be higher, but wages also higher due to selection. Our estimate of β would be
bias upward. However, we provide evidence that suggests students do not in fact apply to
many schools and then select on Grantsijc . Nearly 80 percent, of Freshmen FAFSA applicants
list only one college, and less than 4 percent list more than five (Figure ??). This suggests
that college choice is primarily determined by idiosyncratic preferences, and not individual
selection on institutional grants, which are offered to the student after admission, which itself
occurs after their FAFSA submission.16
We therefore summarize that the instrument is relevant for debt, fluctuates strongly across cohorts
within institutions, and should be uncorrelated with unobserved student ability given the limited
scope of college applications.
Measurement The key independent variable dijc is the total cumulative borrowing upon graduation.17 Control variables Xijc are age, dummies for sex (female omitted), race (white omitted).
Measures of student ability Sijc are parental income as reported on the FAFSA form, which proxies
for parental skill, and GPA which proxies for individual skill.
Our dependent variables yijc are as follows. Earningsijc is annual earnings in the current position and we also use its logarithm form for robustness. Searchijc and Teachijc are binary variables
capturing individual answers to the questions “Are you currently looking for a job?”, and “Are you a
teacher?”, respectively. Durationijc is the number of weeks between college and the beginning of
16 Students can list up to ten colleges in their FAFSA submission. There is no monetary cost of listing additional
schools. There is also no strategic cost: the number of colleges listed, and the order of colleges, is not disclosed to any
school. Federal and State aid is administered using FAFSA based information, while most colleges also use the FAFSA
to allocate institutional grants. For further information see FAFSA Help.
17 Since the codebook for the BB data is not publicly available, we specify variable names from the BB data and full
descriptions in Table XXX.
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first full-time job (where we condition our sample on students that did not have a job straight out
of college).
A contribution of our analysis is the use of explicit measures of job satisfaction, which we
briefly describe. Each individual is asked 6-8 qualitative questions (depending on waves) regarding their job, each requiring a yes or no answer. These include questions such as “Are you satisfied
with your job security?” and “Are you satisfied with your pay?”. We construct our baseline index
Satisijc as equaling one if the individual answers yes to the question “Are you satisfied with your

] ijc which controls for systematic correlation of
job?". We also consider an alternative measure Satis
job satisfaction and earnings.18
Implementation As shown in Table 2, the average number of students per college j is 11 (15)
in our final BB01 (BB08) data. With few students per college we are unable to precisely estimate
college fixed effects γ j . We therefore group colleges into G groups g j ∈ {1, . . . , G }, and estimate
fixed effects at the group level γg . We group colleges by quantiles of average SAT scores of entering
cohorts. These are obtained from the College Scorecard, where we lag this measure by four years
such that it aligns with our graduating cohorts. This serves the purpose of grouping together
similar schools, and further controlling for college quality. In our baseline estimates we set G = 10,
and cluster standard errors at the gc-level.

3.3

Results

Table 4 provides our main empirical results, where the instrument we use is defined as the ratio
of total grants and total financial aid (grants plus loans) within each college j for cohort c.
We find that in the baseline shown in Column (1), increasing the student debts by $1,000
would lead to an increase of $211 for the initial wage, but a decrease of 0.0022 in the general satisfaction index. The empirical results establish the trade-off between a higher wage and a lower
satisfaction level due to more student debts. The satisfaction measure conditioning away earn˜ i jc, responds more to debts, both economically and statistically. Furthermore, college
ings, Satis
graduates are going to search more on the job, spend less time in looking for their first job, and
less likely to take on a teaching job that represents serving the public sector (often at a lower wage).
Columns (1) and (2) in Table 5 report the full regression results for the baseline specification. The
18 We run OLS on Satis
0
1
]
ijc = θc + θc Earningsijc + νijc (in which the coefficients vary by cohorts), and set Satisijc ∈
{0, 1} according to whether the estimated residual is below or above 0.
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most important observable in Table 5 is the GPA, suggesting that there is selection on ability.
OLS vs IV Column (6) of Table 4 provides results from estimating an OLS specification, pooling
the two cohorts together. Conditioning on our broad range of controls, the correlation of residual
debt and wages is statistically insignificant, and the economic magnitude is much smaller than
the IV coefficient - the sign of the coefficient in the log earnings case is even negative. This is
consistent with debt being negatively selected, corroborating the story found in Yannelis (2015).
Follow-up in 2012 Column (7) in Table 4 report the IV results using the two cohorts BB01 and
BB12 (instead of BB08), with the latter being the second-round follow-up for the college graduates
in 2001. This new data were published very recently and are extremely helpful in looking at the
long-term effects of student debts on the labor market outcomes. The long-term effects are always
an important question in the literature but often not discussed due to data availability constraints.
We appreciate this great opportunity of follow-ups more than ten years later after graduating from
colleges.
The results on both earnings and log earnings are much larger now and more statistically
significant. A $1,000 increase in debts now lead to a $455 increase in the resulting wage. The longterm effects of student debts on earnings are stronger than the short-run effects. The coefficient on
the satisfaction measure conditioning away wages (we do not have an overall satisfaction measure
for the 2012 wave) is also negative, but no longer significant statistically. The results for other
outcomes (again missing the duration variable in 2012 wave) are also consistent with the baseline
results. The results from the follow-up survey in 2012 are reassuring to what we have found with
the baseline IV estimation.
Robustness Next we split the sample in different ways into two subsamples and compare the
point estimates of the IV regressions across subsamples for robustness checks. Columns (2) and

(3) in Table 4 split the sample into those with below and above the median debt level ($20,600),
while columns (4) and (5) for those with lower and higher than the median income level ($36,200).
We focus our discussion of how coefficients compare across the two subsamples on the two main
outcome variables: earnings and satisfaction. The statistical significance in the coefficients for
earnings and satisfaction are higher for those with higher debts and higher income. The signs are
always consistent with the baseline case for the higher debt and higher income groups, while the
level of magnitudes are larger in the higher income group as well.
16

We also consider two alternative specifications for our instrument Zjc and find our results are
robust. For Table ??, Zijc is determined at the individual level, and given by total fees plus board
as reported by the college StudentBudget jc minus institutional grants to the individual Grantsijc .
For Table ??, we consider a 3SLS approach. In a first stage we take average student debt from
2001-2014 at the college level and project this on year fixed effects, total number of students, our

\ jc as the instrument
original Zjc and college fixed effects. We then use the predicted value AveDebt
in our original first stage.
Under both alternative instruments, the coefficients on earnings and log earnings are positive
and those on the two satisfaction measures are negative, consistent with the signs in the baseline
estimation.
Summary Our empirical results expand the results of Rothstein and Rouse (2011) to a representative sample and robustly support the view inherent in Law schools’ LRAP programs: higher
student debt leads individuals to quickly take jobs that they like less but pay more and engage
in more search once employed. If labor markets are frictional and search is costly then this can
lead to persistently low job satisfaction, and high search costs. But how is this valued in lifetime
utility? This is the question we now pursue, again leveraging our data. We first lay out a theoretical framework that can accommodate these facts, followed by a quantitative model in which
we estimate the value of amenities by using the observed relationship between Earningsijc , Satisijc
and Searchijc .
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Table 2: Sample statistics
Initial
2001
2009

A. Demographics
Male
Age
White
Black
B. Outcomes
Earningsijc
Satisijc
Search1ijc
Duration2ijc
Teachijc
Unemployment
C. Other
Observations
Colleges
Students/College

Final sample
2001
2009

CPS
2001

2009

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

39.5
25.2
77.9
7.8

41.2
24.4
72.4
9.1

41.3
22.8
79.6
7.14

44.7
22.8
75.2
7.79

48.8
43.8
83.9
7.3

46.9
46.0
81.7
7.6

30,522
0.854
0.261
0.177

26,831
0.736
0.357
10.1
0.113

30,788
0.858
0.240
0.198
-

36,418
0.758
0.302
10.3
0.126
-

47,484

56,045

8.4

7.4

6,664
594
11

13,902
953
15

4,274
543
8

7,630
953
8

22,922
-

24,636
-

Notes: The table provides sample statistics for the main variables of interest in this paper. We provide the statistics for
the two cohorts for the raw sample (columns 1 and 2), and the final sample for IV regressions (columns 3 and 4). We
also report the statistics from the Current Population Survey (CPS) for the two years, to show that our sample of the
undergraduate graduates is close to the representative working population.

Table 3: External college funding at US colleges 2007-2014
Frac. funding
(1)

Frac. students
(2)

Average value
(3)

53.9
72.7

7,200
12,223

53.1
6.3
32.2
34.0
56.0

5,932
11,473
4,924
3,933
10,639

A. Total loans and grants
Loans
Grants

30.5
69.5

B. Disaggregated loans and grants
Loans - Federal
Loans - Other
Grants - Federal
Grants - State
Grants - College

24.7
5.7
12.4
10.5
46.7

Notes: Thee table reports the decomposition of college funding at U.S. colleges from 2007 to 2014.
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Table 4: Baseline empirical results: Zjc =
Baseline
(1)

A. Earnings
Earningsijc
log Earningijc

B. Satisfaction
Satisijc

] ijc
Satis
C. Other
Searchijc
Durationijc
Teachijc

Debt
Low

High

Low

(2)

(3)

(4)

Grants jc
Grants jc + Loans jc

Income
High
(5)

OLS
2001-09

Follow-up
2012

(6)

(7)

0.4548***

0.2114***

0.9110

0.2430*

0.0253

0.1578*

0.0079

(0.06804)

(0.61202)

(0.12884)

(0.03430)

(0.09256)

(0.01491)

(0.09058)

0.0046***

0.0104

0.0073***

0.0006

0.0025*

-0.0000

0.0064***

(0.00148)

(0.01314)

(0.00281)

(0.00138)

(0.00128)

(0.00032)

(0.00151)

-0.0022

0.0056

-0.0047

0.0004

-0.0056***

-0.0004

(0.00161)

(0.01458)

(0.00303)

(0.00265)

(0.00193)

(0.00028)

-0.0029*

-0.0029

-0.0048

0.0004

-0.0069***

-0.0004

-0.0002

(0.00162)

(0.01456)

(0.00304)

(0.00265)

(0.00198)

(0.00029)

(0.00065)

0.0032*

0.0194

0.0025

0.0040

0.0040*

0.0009***

0.0017

(0.00173)

(0.01579)

(0.00320)

(0.00280)

(0.00209)

(0.00032)

(0.00142)

-0.1351

0.2885

-0.2587

-0.2982

-0.0373

(0.09677)

(0.82459)

(0.16534)

(0.20041)

(0.10523)

-0.0035***

-0.0162*

-0.0077***

-0.0032*

-0.0033***

0.0001

-0.0002

(0.00114)

(0.00945)

(0.00208)

(0.00173)

(0.00122)

(0.00018)

(0.00121)

Notes: This table provides results from estimating (5) by 2SLS, using the fraction of total grants to the sum of grants
and loans within college j in cohort c as the instrument for individual loans of student i. Entries provide point estimates
for β and standard errors in parentheses. Column (1) provides our baseline estimate. Columns (2) and (3) provide
results splitting the sample into those with lower and higher than the median student debts level for robustness checks.
Columns (4) and (5) provide results for the subsamples for those with lower and higher than the median earnings
level. Column (6) provides results for the pooled OLS regression. The last column provides results using the follow-up
survey in 2012 in replace of the BB08 in the baseline estimate, i.e. using the variation between BB01 and BB12.
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Table 5: Baseline empirical results
Baseline
Earningsijc
Satisijc
(1)

Debt
Male
Age
Black
Parental Income
GPA

High debt
Earningsijc
Satisijc

(2)

(3)

(4)

High income
Earningsijc
Satisijc
(5)

(6)

0.2114***

-0.0022

0.2430*

-0.0047

0.1649*

-0.0056***

(0.06804)

(0.00161)

(0.12884)

(0.00303)

(0.09294)

(0.00193)

6.8748***

0.0222*

6.3125***

0.0218

4.5275***

-0.0024

(0.50929)

(0.01203)

(0.74414)

(0.01739)

(0.74203)

(0.01539)

-0.6859

-0.0353

-2.0485

-0.1130

-4.6126

-0.0166

(2.20872)

(0.05265)

(3.19641)

(0.07604)

(3.01433)

(0.06358)

2.0228**

0.0008

0.0577

0.0024

0.0989

0.0003

(0.96772)

(0.00107)

(0.06472)

(0.00154)

(0.06079)

(0.00128)

0.4885**

0.0050

-0.1523

0.0121

-0.1971

0.0024

(0.24249)

(0.00575)

(0.41793)

(0.00977)

(0.33822)

(0.00708)

12.0327***

0.1427***

12.2017***

0.1384**

8.1490***

-0.0460

(1.82654)

(0.04331)

(2.53988)

(0.05964)

(2.60522)

(0.05438)

Notes: This table provides results from estimating (5) by 2SLS. Entries provide point estimates for β and standard
errors. Columns (1) and (2) provide results for the baseline for outcomes of earnings and general satisfaction. Columns

(3) and (4) provide robust results for the subsample with debts higher than the median level ($20,600). Columns (3)
and (4) provide robust results for the subsample with income higher than the median level ($32,600).
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4

Quantitative model

Our theoretical model established an asset-induced trade-off between wages and job satisfaction,
and we have verified that such a trade-off appears to exist in the context of student debt. We now
seek to extend the theory model, specializing it to the case of student debt so that we can put this
trade-off in utility terms, answering: what is the utility value of job satisfaction to individuals?
Establishing that these values are significant, we then consider how understanding this tradeoff affects the direction and magnitude of the response of welfare to a change in institutional
repayment policies.
We change the model in four ways. First, we include institutional features that distinguish
student debt from other forms of debt, specifically its repayment requirements. Second, to map
the model into the data in the previous section we specialize the utility function to two levels of
job satisfaction x L and x H , while considering only log utility in consumption: u(c, x ) = log c + x.
We normalize the value of job satisfaction in unemployment to zero. Second, higher student debt
may not affect job decisions if individuals have access to other forms of borrowing and saving, we
therefore include realistic borrowing constraints. Third, in order to estimate the utility value of
job satisfaction, we add costly on the job search so that we can leverage the observed relationship
between on-the-job search, wages and job satisfaction. Much of the structure of the simple model
remains.
States The state vector s E for an employed worker is s E = ( a, d, t, w, x ) and contains liquid assets
a, outstanding student debt d, a date variable for the loan t, wage w and job-satisfaction x. For an
unemployed worker the state vector is sU = ( a, d, t). The initial state of the agent is unemployment
with a0 , d0 , and t0 = 1.
Repayment We accurately model the repayment rules faced by student loan holders. To this
end we introduce the following general objects which in later sections we specialize to replicate
features of current and proposed policies.
Definition. A repayment policy R is a tuple of functions R = (ρ, ∆, τ )(s)
1. The repayment function ρ(s) specifies the full required repayment of the principal d in the current
period.
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2. The penalty function ∆ specifies the evolution of debt d0 = ∆(d, w, t) if the repayment is not paid.
This includes penalties for late repayment and deferral policies that excuse penalties in the months
following graduation.
3. The deferral function τ specifies the evolution of the date of the loan t0 = τ (d, w, t) if the loan
repayment is not paid. This captures renegotiation and other institutional features.
Finally, we assume that if an individuals available resources, including credit, exceed ρ(s) plus a
consumption floor c, then the repayment ρ(s) must be made. If these resources cover less than
ρ(s), then a partial payment is made and the penalty function is invoked. Since student debt can
not be defaulted upon, we do not model default on the principle.
Assets Since the standard repayment period for college debt is ten years, it would be counterfactual to impose a0 ≥ 0 until debt is repaid. When the worker is employed we limit credit to
a multiple of income a0 ≥ −Γ E (s E ) = −γw. An unemployed worker’s credit cannot be further
extended and so faces the borrowing constraint a0 ≥ ΓU (sU ) = min { a, 0}.19 We assume that the
interest rate on student debt r d is constant and allow the rate of return on liquid assets r a ( a) to
vary with assets.
Search All unemployed workers search and face a probability λU of drawing from F (w, x ). For
employed workers search is costly. At the convening of the labor market an employed worker
draws an iid utility cost of search κ ∼ H (κ ), κ ∈ [κ, κ̄ ]. If the cost is paid, the worker is deemed
to be searching, and an offer arrives with probability λ E . The model therefore produces data that
include the frequency of on-the-job search and its relationship with the observed states (w, x ).
How this varies by income, keeping job satisfaction fixed, will help identify the utility values of
job satisfaction { x L , x H }.20
Worker problem Let W ( a, d, t, w, x ) and U ( a, d, t) be the present discounted value of lifetime
utility of an employed and unemployed worker (i) after the resolution of labor market risk, (ii)
19 This implies that on graduation the student cannot borrow until they find a job.

The particular structure of borrowing limits is new and allows us to represent the problem recursively while also avoiding a common issue in Bewley style
consumption savings models, which is that individuals that experience negative shocks are required to immediately
delever.
20 An additional benefit of the iid costs of search is to smooth expected value functions, allowing us to use sparse
polynomial approximations when solving the model. With four continuous state variables (w, a, d, t) such polynomial
approximations are crucial. The iid costs of search allow these to be implemented even in the presence of kinks induced
by job acceptance decisions.
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before the consumption and saving decision. These two values may be written recursively as
follows:

1. Value of employment
"
W ( a, d, t, w, x ) = max log(c) + x + β δU ( a0 , d0 , t0 ) . . .
c≥c

+(1 − δ)
S

0

0

0

W ( a , d , t , w, x ) = λ E

Z

Z





− κ 0 + W S ( a0 , d0 , t0 , w, x ), W ( a0 , d0 , t0 , w, x ) dH (κ 0 )

max

n
o
max W ( a0 , d0 , t0 , w, x ), W ( a0 , d0 , t0 , w0 , x 0 ) dF (w0 , x 0 )

+(1 − λ E )W ( a0 , d0 , t0 , w, x )
subject to
Case 1 - Repayment

(1 + r a ( a)) a + w + Γ E (w) − c ≥ ρ(d, t)

a0 = (1 + r a ( a)) a + w − c − ρ(d, t),
Case 2 - Delinquency

d 0 = (1 + r d ) d − ρ ( s E ),

t0 = t + 1

(1 + r a ( a)) a + w + Γ E (w) − c < ρ(d, t)
a 0 = − Γ E ( w ),

d0 = ∆( a, d, t, w),

t0 = τ (d, t)

2. Value of unemployment
"
U ( a, d, t) = max log(c) β (1 − λU )U ( a0 , d0 , t0 ) + . . .
c≥c

Z

λU

n

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

o

#
0

0

max W ( a , d , t , w , x ) , U ( a , d , t ) dF (w , x )

subject to
Case 1 - Repayment

0

(1 + r a ( a)) a + b + ΓU ( a) − c ≥ ρ(d, t)
a0 = (1 + r a ( a)) a + b − c − ρ(d, t)
d0 = (1 + rd ) d − ρ(d, t)
t0 = t + 1
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#

Case 2 - Delinquency

(1 + r a ( a)) a + b + ΓU ( a) − c < ρ(d, t)
a 0 = − ΓU ( a ),

Baseline policy

d0 = ∆( a, d, t, b),

t0 = τ (d, t)

In the baseline model we consider the repayment policy for Federal Stafford

loans under the Standard Repayment Plan, which we denote RS .21,22 The functions of the repayment
policy are as follows


0
ρS (d, t) =
h



if t ≤ TG

,
rd
1−(1+rd )−(T −t+1)

i

d

if t ≥ TG + 1

,
h

i
∆S ( a, d, t, y) = (1 + rd )d − ρ p ( a, y) + φ ρS (d, t) − ρ p ( a, y)
n
o
where ρ p ( a, y) = max (1 + r a ) a + y + Γ − c , 0


 TG + 1 , if d > 0 and t = T − 6
τS (d, t) =

t + 1
, otherwise
The repayment ρS is calculated to amortize the balance d over T − t periods. If available resources
do not cover the full required repayment (i.e. (1 + r ( a)) a + w − Γ(s) ∈ (0, ρS (s))) then available
resources are submitted in partial repayment ρ p ( a, y). We call this delinquency. Under delinquency
∆S states that the loan accrues interest and a penalty is added to the balance. This penalty is a
fraction φ of the missed required payment ρS net of partial repayment ρ p .
The rules are then parameterized as follows. The penalty φS is set to 18.5 percent to approximate the effect of payment default.23 Since any payment up to the borrowing constraint is
21 Conditional on positive debt, 67% of our sample receive only Federal funding and 30% receive a combination of
Federal and private loans (BB08 loansrc). One hundred percent of Federal borrowers hold Stafford loans and 78% hold
Stafford loans as their only form of Federal support (BB08 fedlnpak). The remainder receive a combination of Stafford
and other Federal support (e.g. PLUS, Pell grants). 99% of Stafford borrowers held both subsidized and unsubsidized
loans and of these 48% borrowed less than the total maximum for the program (BB08 stafct1). Recall, that the only
difference between sub-/unsub-sidized Stafford loans is the deferment of interest while studying college under the
latter. Since t = 0 coincides with graduation we do not need to model the difference between these loans.
22 For information regarding the Standard Repayment Plan see this explainer at studentaid.ed.gov. Up until 2010 this
was the only payment plan available to borrowers.
23 Stafford loans are considered to be in default if they have remained delinquent for 270 days. A loan is delinquent if
it is not completely up to date in its repayments. A defaulting borrower does not default in the traditional sense since
student debt is essentially non-defaultable. Instead the loan is handed to a collection agency with a fee of 18.5 percent
accrued to the principle. Since modeling this entirely would require additional state-variables we view the above as a
reasonable approximation. As an additional reference, a major loan provider Sallie Mae issues a late fee of 6 percent of
the repayment after a payment for each 15 days past its due date. Compounded over two periods to get to a month,
this is 12.4 percent (see: http://lifehacker.com/how-one-late-student-loan-payment-affects-you-1326216867).
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enforced, all delinquent borrowers end the period with assets a0 = Γ(s) and consume c = c.24
Graduates are initialized with t = 1. Payments are deferred for a six month grace period ( TG = 6)
and the loan is amortized over 10 years ( T = 120). We do not model renegotiation of the loan
explicitly. As a stand-in τS implies that we reset the date of the loan to t = TG in the case that the
individual gets close to T without it being fully amortized.25

5

Estimation

Given the baseline repayment policy the unknown parameters and functional forms of the model
are
θ1 =

n

β, δ, r d , r a ( a), γ, b c

o

θ2 = { x L , x H , F (w, x ), H (κ ), λU , λ E }
We will externally calibrate θ1 and then make the following relatively simple observation: all of
the parameters in θ2 enter the problem of a student graduating with d = 0. Given the complexity
of the problem, our strategy is therefore to estimate θ2 on the sub-sample of the BB08 data without
student debt. The model is solved at a monthly frequency and estimated on 2008/09 data. When
discussing interest rates we compound monthly rates and express them at a yearly frequency.

5.1

Calibration - θ1

We assume a rate of time preference β equal to 0.951/12 . Following Kaplan and Violante (2014)
(henceforth KV) we specify an annual real return on positive assets r a+ = −2% given the nominal
return of zero after 2008 and two percent inflation. The average nominal rate on consumer credit
cards given by the Federal Reserve’s Consumer Credit report was 14% in 2009 which is the same
as the average rate paid by college graduates in the Survey of Consumer Finance 2001 (SCF01), so
we set r a− = 12%.26 The interest rate on student debt is modeled on Stafford loans which are
nominal, fixed rate loans. In academic years 2006-07 and 2007-08 the rate was 6.80%, so we set
24 In some cases the worker will not be able to finance c even when making no repayments, for example in the case that
a worker has negative assets, is unemployed and ra + b < c. Since unemployed the worker cannot extend borrowing.
In reality this is when an individual would default on their debt. Since we do not model default we simply assume that
the individual remains at the borrowing constraint and that c is a subsidy from government to the household.
25 Absent such a function, we may end up with a large balance d close to the amortization date. This will lead to
required payments ρS that exceed available funds, and so the loan may never be repaid.
26 See: http://www.federalreserve.gov/releases/g19/: G19
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r d = 4.8%.27
Given the lack of information regarding credit limits in the BB08 we use SCF01 to calibrate
γ. The survey asks households to report their total credit limit. Using the same sample as KV we
find a median ratio of credit limits to annual labor income for college-graduates aged 25 to 30 of
21%. This is higher than found in KV (18.5%) due to excluding those without a college degree,
which have a median limit of only 15% (see Figure 3).28
The rate of separation from employment δ we take from Lise (2013) which calculates a
monthly rate for college graduates in the NLSY 1979 of 0.019. The Federal poverty threshold
for an individual living alone in 2008 was $991/month. In our estimation sample of 1,439 workers
only 20 have a monthly income less than this amount. We therefore set c to $991.29 We assume
that unemployment benefits b are sufficient to cover half of c. Computing average benefits for
unemployed workers in the SCF01 gives approximately this result.

5.2

Bayesian indirect inference - θ2

The parameters of θ2 = { v(ψ), F (w, ψ), H (κ ), λU , λ E } are jointly estimated by indirect inference
given functional forms that we now specify. We assume that v(ψ) = 1/ψ which satisfies the
assumptions made in the model of Section 2. Search costs are assumed to be distributed uniformly
with mean κ and upper bound κ̄.
In order to map the model to the data we assume that job satisfaction may take one of two
values, low or high ψ ∈ {ψL , ψH }. This allows us to fully characterize the joint distribution F (w, ψ)
using two conditional densities FL (w) and FH (w) and a probability p H of drawing ψH . These
conditional densities are assumed to be log-normal

ψ =



 ψL

w.p.

∼ N µk , σk2

ψ

log w|ψk

w.p.

H

(1 − p H )
pH

27 Prior to 2006-07 rates were variable and fluctuated around this figure. From 2013 onwards - due to The Bipartisan
Student Loan Certainty Act 2013 - the rate will be equal to the minimum of the 10-year T-Bill rate and 8.25%. See:
https://www.edvisors.com/college-loans/federal/stafford/interest-rates/
28 An interesting fact emerges when decomposing the data this way. When comparing college to non-college workers
the within group increase in the credit limit with age is far less significant than the between group difference in average
credit limits: the median credit limits for non-college students is 15.5% and 20.0% for college graduates. In fact the
increase by age is statistically insignificant for college graduates while increasing from a median of 13.1% among 20-25
year old non-college graduates to 16.1% for ages 40-45. Hence we feel comfortable making this limit age dependent.
29 See: https://www.census.gov/hhes/www/poverty/data/threshld/thresh08.html
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The population distribution F (w, ψ) from which agents draw offers is distinct from what we call the
sample distribution F̃ (w, ψ) which is the distribution of workers over (w, ψ) one year after graduating college.
We impose the same parametric form on the data to give estimates of p̃ H and {µ̃k , σ̃k }k∈{ L,H }
which we treat as moments in the estimation. To form these moments we assign workers in our
sample to low and high satisfaction groups in the same way as we did for Figure ??. Individuals
are designated to be in a high satisfaction position if they respond that they are satisfied on the five
non-pay related questions asked of employed workers in the B&B.30 Having split individuals into
high and low satisfaction groups we fit a log-normal distribution log wk ∼ N (µ̃k , σ̃k ) to each of the
conditional wage distributions. The sampling proportion of high satisfaction jobs is p̃ H = 0.374.
Figure 4A shows the log-normal to be a good approximation of these conditional densities.
Given these simplifications we have eleven unknown parameters to estimate
θ2 = {κ, κ̄, λU , λ E , ψL , ψH , p H , µ L , µ H , σL , σH }.
Data The estimation sample consists of n = 940 students from the B&B08 that satisfy the following conditions: (i) unemployed upon graduation, (ii) without student debt. The data is
XnData = { Ei , ji , wi , di , ψi , Si }in=1 which consists of observations on employment status Ei , number of
jobs since graduation ji , monthly wage wi , duration of search after graduation di , our constructed
measure of job satisfaction ψi , and an indicator of active job search Si ∈ {0, 1}.
Simulation Given a vector of parameters θ we compute moments from the model as follows.
Policies are solved under θ and then used to simulate s = 1, . . . , S samples of size n for 12 months
to derive a dataset XnModel . Moments are computed for each of the s samples and averaged across
samples to compute an expectation of the moments. At t = 0 workers are unemployed and
endowed with asset ai,0 which are drawn from log ai,0 ∼ N (µ a , σa ) with probability p a and set to
zero with probability (1 − p a ). BB08 does not provide data on savings, though does contain data
on savings due to work over the previous summer. We use this to estimate p a = 0.35, µ a = 0.376
and σa2 = 0.817 (see Figure 4B).31
30 Again

we refer the reader to Appendix ?? for the exact questions asked.
other ways to proceed may be as follows. First, we could assume that log ai,0 ∼ N (µ a , σa ) and estimate
these parameters along with p a , adding three parameters to the joint estimation. Alternatively we could assume that
ai,0 = ω × ãi,0 where ãi,0 is summer savings as distributed in the data and estimate only ω, i.e. assume that initial wealth
is perfectly correlated with summer savings. To estimate these new parameters would require us to add moments
regarding assets to the model, which we do not have in the B&B data. We view our simplification as one that buys
31 Two
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Moments The 12 moments used in our estimation of the 11 parameters are as follows, where
n E = ∑in=1 1[Ei =1]
1. Maximum likelihood estimates of the parameter ν of a simple hazard model of unemployment p(u) = νe−νt so that ν̂ = D̄n =

1
nE

∑in=1 1[Ei =1] di

2. Average number of jobs since graduation J̄n , fraction of employed workers searching S̄n , and
fraction of workers unemployed Ūn
J̄n =

1 n
1[Ei =1] ji ,
n i∑
=1

1
nE

S̄n =

n

∑ 1[Ei =1] si ,

Ūn =

i =1

1 n
1[Ei =0]
n i∑
=1

3. The coefficients of a linear probability model estimated on employed workers
Si = β 0 + β w

wi
+ β ψ 1[ψi =ψH ] + ε i
1, 000

4. Maximum likelihood estimates of the parameters of the sample distribution of (wi , ψi ) under
the same parametric specification as the population distribution
µ̂k =
σ̂k2 =
p̂ H

=

1
n E,k
1
n E,k
1
nE

n

∑ 1[E =1, ψ =ψ ] log wi ,
i

i

k

k ∈ { L, H }

i =1
n

∑ 1[E =1, ψ =ψ ] (log wi − µ̂k )2 ,
i

i

k

k ∈ { L, H }

i =1
n

∑ 1[E =1, ψ =ψ
i

i

H]

i =1

Estimation Estimation of the parameters is achieved using a Bayesian implementation of a minimum distance estimator (MDE) based on the set of 12 moments m̂n described above. We define
the following criterion function
n
Ln (θ ) = − (m̂n − m (θ ))0 Wn (m̂n − m (θ ))
2
and the associated MDE θ̂nMDE = arg maxθ ∈Θ Ln (θ ). The weighting matrix Wn is constructed
from a consistent estimate of the asymptotic variance covariance matrix of the moments Σ which
√
d
satisfies n (m̂n − m(θ0 )) → N (0, Σ). This is found by boot-strapping from the data to obtain
us the assurance that we are using data from a single unified source, rather than including another source such as the
NLSY which has a different sampling scheme.
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Σ̂n and then taking Wn = diag Σ̂n
. We also replace m̂n with its average in boot-strapped
samples of the data to remove small sample bias.
Since the objective function possibly has many local maxima and is prone to simulation error
we implement the Laplace Type pseudo-likelihood estimator presented in Chernozhukov and
Hong (2003).33 This has the added advantage of being able to compute standard errors directly
from the quasi-posterior. Given a prior π (θ ) the quasi-posterior pn (θ ) is a proper distribution
density
pn (θ ) = R

exp (Ln (θ )) π (θ )
.
exp (Ln (θ )) π (θ )dθ
Ψ

To construct pn (θ ) we proceed by Markov-chain Monte-Carlo (MCMC) methods. Given an initial

θ j we draw a proposal θ ∗ ∼ q ψ|ψ j which we then accept with probability




d θ j , θ ∗ = min

 !
exp (Ln (θ ∗ )) π (θ ∗ ) q θ j |θ ∗


,1 .
exp Ln θ j π θ j q θ ∗ |θ j

This procedure is repeated many times to obtain a chain of length B that represents the quasih
i
|Θ|
posterior distribution pn (θ ). Choosing the prior π (θ ) to be uniform over Θ = × j=1 θ j , θ̄ j and a

symmetric proposal density θ ∗ ∼ N θ j , ξΞ results in the simple rule34




  
d θ j , θ ∗ = min exp Ln (θ ∗ ) − Ln θ j
,1 .
In practice we parallelize the estimation algorithm. We simulate C = 20 chains in parallel each
of length B = 10, 000 and use the last B∗ = 2, 000 elements (pooled over the C chains) to obtain
parameter estimates. Our point estimate is then the sample mean

θ̂n =

1
C × B∗

C

B

∑ ∑

θcb .

c =1 b = B − B ∗

The quasi-posterior pn (θ ) as approximated by the Markov Chain can be used directly to construct
confidence intervals for the parameter estimates. Note that given the criterion function Ln (θ ) with
moments m̂n , true parameter θ0 and consistent weighting matrix Wn , the asymptotic variance of
32 In taking the diagonal we ignore the correlations between moments which may be imprecisely measured in small
samples given that some are fourth order.
33 For recent applications in labor and macroeconomics see Lamadon (2014), Jarosch (2015) and Lise (2013).
34 The covariance matrix of the proposal density Ξ is initialized as a diagonal matrix with diagonal entries equal to
0
ψ . The scaling parameter ξ is then moved to maintain an acceptance rate around 0.3. After a burn-in of length 2,000
we replace Ξ with the variance-covariance matrix of the series for ψ pooled across all chains and re-set ξ to one. We
then continue to adjust ξ to achieve the desired acceptance rate.
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Figure 3: Credit card limits and interest rates by age and education
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Notes: (i) Credit ratio is total available credit card limits divided by income, (ii) Income includes wage income, unemployment benefits child benefits, TANF, other, (iii) Values represent medians within age groups; approximately 1,000
observations per cell.

the minimum distance estimator θ̂n is described by the following limit

√



 d
N θ0 , J −1 ΩJ −1
n θ̂n − θ0 →

where



∂m (θ0 ) 0
∂m (θ0 )
Ω = lim
Wn ΣWn
n→∞
∂θ 0
∂θ 0
1 ∂2 Ln (θ)
J = lim
.
n→∞ n ∂θ 0 ∂θ


We construct a consistent estimate of ∂m(θ0 )/∂θ 0 by finite-differences around θ̂n , a consistent estimate of Σ by boot-strapping from a simulation sample at θ̂n , and a consistent estimate of J from
the variance-covariance matrix of the parameters generated by the Markov chain.

6

Model fit

Parameter estimates are given in Table 6 and the values of target moments in Table 7.35 The
overall fit of the model is good, with the moments closely matching those found in the data.
35 Estimates

of the standard errors of parameters are forthcoming
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Figure 4: Wage and asset distributions

A. Empirical wage distribution by satisfaction type
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Notes: (i) Panel (A) plots kernel smoothed densities of monthly wages (in thousands of dollars) in solid and the lognormal fit of these distributions in dashed lines. (ii) Panel (B) plots a kernel smoothed density of summer savings from
the year before college (BB08) jobsave (in thousands of dollars) together with an exponential and log-normal fit. (iii) For
both panels the data are from BB08 corresponding to our estimation sample for workers without student debt.

Column (3) shows the standard deviation of the moments from the data, constructed by bootstrapping samples with replacement from our data. Column (4) provides similar statistics from
the model. We find it reassuring that even given the limited degree of ex-ante heterogeneity,
the model generates similar sized uncertainty surrounding these moments suggesting that the
statistical properties of the data generated by the model are close to the data not only in terms of
means of moments.36
The model is unable to generate the high fraction of workers searching on the job. Parameterizations of the model in which we are able to match S̄n are notable for generating excess unemployment and high durations of unemployment straight out of college. In order to encourage
search, unemployment must be sufficiently unappealing and the model cannot achieve this without excessive unemployment durations.
Low vs. high asset graduates In Figure 5 we show the evolution of cohort means of observable
variables in the model for the two year period following entry into the labor market. We compare
the paths for a cohort with zero assets and one with high assets where we draw ai,0 from the upper
36 To see this point consider a case in which the model was generating identical sample paths for each worker, then
the values in column (4) would all be zero.
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quartile of the initial distribution of assets log ai,0 ∼ N (µ a , σa2 ). The model reinforces the theoretical results from the previous section. Workers in a higher initial asset position when unemployed
are more selective in the labor market, rejecting more offers leading to higher initial wages and
job satisfaction when employed. The correlation that the model generates between assets and unemployment is therefore positive. Since low asset workers accept more offers when unemployed
they also incur costs and search more when employed and continue to accept more offers when
employed than high asset workers. In terms of the trade-off between wages and job satisfaction,
for now we note that the profile of wages is more similar across groups than for satisfaction as low
asset workers focus their search on higher wages and high asset works focus on job satisfaction.
We return to this point more carefully in Section 9 when we turn to quantifying this trade-off.
Sampling and population distributions In Figure 6 we plot the population wage distribution
(from which agents draw offers) and the resulting sampling distribution which is the counterpart
to that which we measure in the data one year after graduation. Note from Tables 6 and 7 that we
match the properties of the sample distribution well. From the sampling distribution this requires
an underlying positive correlation between wages and job satisfaction: µ L < µ H . We view this as
an innate technological feature of the jobs that workers can draw from since the job satisfaction
data that we use pertains to non-wage aspects of work. In terms of the variances, the variance of
wages in high satisfaction jobs is lower than that for low satisfaction jobs. This creates a tension
in the model since if workers first take low satisfaction positions then the lower variance of high
satisfaction wages discourages search on the wage dimension.

7

Results - Role of student debt

In this section we compare the predictions of the model with student debt against the behavior
detailed in Section ??, specifically the influence of student debt on the wage-satisfaction trade-off
and search. Since we did not target moments related to student debt in our estimation of the
model we view this as a clear out of sample test of the model.
Trade-offs We first consider how well the model replicates the observed behavior in Figures
?? and ??. In Figure 7 we plot the model fraction of workers with (a) high job satisfaction and
(b) engaged in search, conditional on income and debt to income quantiles. We find that the
model is broadly consistent with the data. Conditional on income, as the debt/income level of a
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worker increases it is less likely that the worker is in a high satisfaction job and search increases.
Workers with high debt-income ratios have a high incentive to both trade-off job satisfaction for
higher wages given their required repayments. Recall that we have built into the model a positive
correlation between wages and job satisfaction which explains some but not all of the correlation
in panel A. As in the data, the effects on satisfaction and search are most profound at lower income
levels.
High vs. Low student debt

We next consider the evolution of cohorts means of the same

variables as Figure 5 for cohrots with no debt, medium debt (di,0 = $40, 000) and high debt

(di,0 = $85, 000). In all cases we set initial assets to zero. The behavior is consistent with our
expectations. In the first period all workers are unemployed. Those with higher debts desire
higher wage jobs to meet the repayments on their debts which will become due after 6 months.
Given that on-the-job search is costly, high debt graduates use the grace period to accept fewer initial wage offers than medium debt graduates who in turn accept slightly fewer than those with no
debts. This job selection leads to high debt graduates having initial jobs with higher wages. Since
wages are correlated with job satisfaction in the population distribution they also have higher
job satisfaction. When employed, high debt graduates both search more and are more selective,
seeking higher wage jobs and prepared to trade off job satisfaction. This is found in their lower
acceptance rate and the fact that although their wages remain higher, their job satisfaction falls
relative to lower or no debt graduates. All of these patterns are maintained when comparing the
medium and no debt graduates.
First payment Finally, we note the effect that the timing of the first repayment has on job acceptance for high debt students. Seven months after graduating first repayments on student loans
become due and the acceptance rate for unemployed high debt graduates jumps up, diverging
from medium and no debt and causing satisfaction to further diverge from other students. We
also see a kink in the profile of high debt wages as the unemployed accept more low wage jobs to
meet repayments.
Overall we find strong qualitative support of the effect of student debt on search, wages and
job satisfaction and this appears to be of at least mild quantitative importance.
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Table 6: Parameter estimates

Parameters (11)

Value

Std. Dev.

(1)

(2)

κ
κ̄

0.039
0.828

-

λU
λE

0.649
0.081

-

ψL−1
1
ψ−
H

2.344
1.027

-

A. Search costs
Lower bound
Upper bound
B. Job offer arrival rates
Unemployed
Employed
C. Disutility of labor
Low satisfaction
High satisfaction

D. Sampling distribution parameters
Probability of ψH
Mean log w for ψL
Mean log w for ψH
Variance log w for ψL
Variance log w for ψH

pH
µL
µH
σL2
2
σH

0.611
0.837
0.993
0.140
0.124

-

Notes: Table provides estimates of parameters of quantitative model from Section 4. The model is estimated on the
2009 cohort of the BB data, and estimated only on students reporting zero student debt.

8

Evaluating repayment policies

We now we use the estimated model to evaluate the effect of different repayment policies on
worker behavior and welfare.
Validity First we wish to be perfectly clear regarding the external validity of these results given
our sample and estimation. Consider computing the model under policies R and R0 and computing a moment m and m0 from a simulated cohort of graduates under each policy. Then m0 − m is
the model’s prediction of the counterfactual change in that moment under the assumption that R0
is an unanticipated policy change enacted upon the student’s date of graduation.37
Welfare We use the following measure of welfare throughout. Given a joint initial distribution of
assets and student debt F ( a, d) upon graduation, and a repayment policy R, total welfare of student
37 In Appendix ?? we detail an extension of the model to accommodate an endogenous choice of college and debt and
suggest how this could be estimated. Under such an extension we could consider the arguably more interesting policy
question of how changes to R effect the composition of borrowers.
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Table 7: Target moments

Mean
Moments

Std. Deviation

Data

Model

Data

Model

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

E [ hi ]
E[ ji ]
E [ si ]
E[1[ψi = ψh ]]

2.500
1.524
0.187
0.716

2.943
1.298
0.180
0.732

0.108
0.031
0.014
0.017

0.052
0.018
0.013
0.014

E[log wi |ψl ]
E[log wi |ψh ]
V[log wi |ψl ]
V[log wi |ψh ]

1.097
1.148
0.175
0.143

1.003
1.048
0.138
0.103

0.029
0.016
0.023
0.010

0.039
0.012
0.019
0.006

β̂ w
β̂ ψ
σ̂e

-0.031
-0.283
0.364

-0.043
-0.328
0.273

0.012
0.036
0.011

0.010
0.042
0.011

A. Means
Duration
Number of jobs
Search
Probability of ψH
B. Wage distribution
Mean log w for ψl
Mean log w for ψh
Variance log w for ψl
Variance log w for ψh
C. Regression coefficients
Wage ($000) coefficient
High satisfaction coefficient
Std. dev. residuals

Notes: (i) Column (1) gives the mean of moments from a bootstrap of the data with 10,000 re-samples (these are
associated with the diagonal of the weighting matrix Wn used in estimation) (ii) Column (2) gives the mean of the
moments from the S = 1, 000 simulations of the model used to compute Ln (θ ) (iii) Column (3) gives the standard
deviation of the moments from the same bootstrap exercise used for column (1) (iv) Column (4) gives the boot-strap
standard standard deviations of the moments from 10,000 re-samples of one simulated sample.

debt holders W is

W (R) =

Z

UR ( a, d, 0)dF ( a, d)

Consumption welfare Wc (R) and non-pecuniary welfare Wψ (R) are computed similarly but
only count the utility flows from consumption and job satisfaction, respectively.
Income based repayment Our main policy experiment considers the effect of a change from
the standard repayment plan RS under which we have so far proceeded to an Income Based
Repayment Plan (IBR) R I . In the United States, IBR plans were introduced in 2009, after our
sample.38 Therefore a sudden change to R I seems like a valid experiment. The repayment
policy R I = (ρ I , ∆ I , τI ) is as follows - noting that the condition for delinquency is the same:
38 In

2008 IBR plans were approved by congress. In 2009 these were implemented on a small scale. In 2010 executive
action by President Obama lowered the rate of repayment for loans issued after Academic Year 2013. Since then the
administration has passed actions requiring matriculating college students to be informed of IBR plans. This is very
much an active policy area.
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Table 8: Additional moments

Mean
Moments

Std. Deviation

Data

Model

Data

Model

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

E [ ui ]
E[log ci ]
E[ci ]/E[wi ]
E[log ai ]
V[log ai ]

0.079
0.685
0.750
2.321
2.875

0.095
0.516
0.602
2.316
0.350

0.010
-

0.010
0.014
0.006
0.021
0.028

R2

0.124

0.346

0.027

0.043

A. Unemployment, consumption and assets
Unemployment
Mean log consumption
Consumption - Income ratio
Mean log assets
Variance log assets
B. Other regression moments
Regression R-squared

Notes: (i) Column (1) gives the mean of moments from a bootstrap of the data with 10,000 re-samples (these are
associated with the diagonal of the weighting matrix Wn used in estimation) (ii) Column (2) gives the mean of the
moments from the S = 1, 000 simulations of the model used to compute Ln (θ ), (iii) Column (3) gives the standard
deviation of the moments from the same bootstrap exercise used for column (1) (iv) Column (4) gives the boot-strap
standard standard deviations of the moments from 10,000 re-samples of one simulated sample.

(1 + r ( a)) a + w − Γ(s) < ρ I (s) + c.
ρ I (s) = max {0.15 × (w − 1.5c) , 0}
∆ I (s) = ∆S (s)
τ I (s) = τS (s)
Under R I repayments are 15 percent of disposable income, where disposable income is defined
as wages minus 150 percent of the Federal poverty level c which in 2008 was $933/month.39 If
wages are less than 150 percent of the Federal poverty level then repayments are zero.40 Under
the implemented policy three further features were added that we do not consider in our analysis: (i) debt would be forgiven after 25 years, (ii) in the case that repayments ρ I (s) are less than
interest accrued r d d, the government would pay the remaining interest to avoid negative amortiza39 See:

https://www.census.gov/hhes/www/poverty/data/threshld/thresh08.html
plans are computed annually and then effective for the following year however if large income fluctuations
occur within a year then individuals can have their repayment re-assessed. Therefore the monthly determination model
seems fine (see: StudentAid.gov).
40 All
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Figure 5: Comparison of low and high debt cohorts
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Notes: (i) Simulated cohorts have 100,000 workers, (ii) All workers in low asset cohort are initialized with ai,0 = 0,
(iii) All workers in the high asset cohort draw ai,0 from the upper quartile of the initial distribution of assets log ai,0 ∼

N µ a , σa2

tion, (iii) the actual required repayment would be the minimum of ρ I (s) as defined here and the
payment required under a Standard Repayment policy ρS (s). For now we ignore these changes
and assess welfare under only the changes to ρ. This is a cleaner experiment and is comparable to
the implementation of income based repayment schemes in other countries such as Australia and
the United Kingdom. We will later consider adding these additional features, especially in order
to compute the implied cost to the government for running a repayment system that subsidizes
default and delinquency.
Government budget

We allow the government to run a balanced budget during both repay-

ment schemes, as graduates are likely to accrue more interests on the due to delayed repayment
under the IBR plan. The higher interests would be a burden for the government or society. The
government levies a proportional labor income tax on wages with a tax rate τ.41 With this labor
41 The

government can also levy a lump-sum tax on all the wage earners. We also calculate the welfare comparison
under this specification and results are qualitatively the same.
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Figure 6: Sampling and population distributions: log w|ψk ∼ N µk , σk2
A. Low satisfaction jobs



B. High satisfaction jobs
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Notes: (i) The figure compares the sampling and population distributions implied by the model, (ii) The population

distributions are log-normal with parameters µk , σk2 k∈{ L,H } given in Table 6, (iii) The sampling distributions are the
log-normal fits to data generated by the model on low and high satisfaction workers 12 months after graduation with

parameters given by µ̂k , σ̂k2 k∈{ L,H } in column 2 of Table 7.

income tax, the government’s lifetime budget goes as:

∑
t

Z

w( a, d)
F ( a, d) · τ =
Rtg

∑
t

Z

(1 + r d )(d − ρ)
F ( a, d)
Rtg

where the government uses a different government’s interest rate R g = 1.03 (so that the interest
rate on the long-term government bonds is 3% annually) to calculate the present discounted values
for tax revenues and deficits.
τ turns out to be 1.13% under the standard plan and 1.14% under the IBR plan. We compute
the welfare using the post-tax wages.
Welfare and debt

We solve the model under R I at the estimated set of parameters. In Figure 9

we plot welfare for employed and unemployed workers under each of the repayment plans for
the first year following graduation. At low debt levels individuals prefer the standard repayment
policy, while at high debt levels the income based repayment program is preferred. At low debt
levels repayments are small under the standard repayment policy while they can be quite large
under the income based repayment program. At high debt levels the standard repayment policy
requires large repayments that cripple the borrower. The borrower with $40,000 worth of debt has
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Figure 7: Debt, Search and Job Satisfaction
A. Satisfaction by Debt/Income
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Notes: (i) Simulation has 100,000 workers, (ii) All workers are initialized with ai,0 ∼ N (µ a , σa2 ). (iii) Workers are first
separated into wage terciles and then conditional on wage tercile split into Debt/Income quintiles..

an initial repayment of $500/month at the end of the grace period, while under IBR the average
repayment is only $200. This has the consequence of delivering higher consumption to the worker
early on in their career when consumption is low, and hence is highly valued at high levels of
debt. For these reasons welfare under the IBR is flat in debt since the repayments are determined
only by the wage, the slight downward slope is due to the smaller present discounted value of
consumption due to a higher presented discounted value of repayments.
Average welfare

We can compute the average welfare under both plans by integrating initial

values across the observed distribution of initial assets ai,0 and debt di,0 . We treat the two as
independent and model their marginal densities using log-normal approximations to the data.
We find that W (RS ) = 1, 499 and W (R I ) = 1, 520, which are remarkably similar, the difference
being only 1.3%. The reason for these being so close is two-fold. First, the profiles of welfare over
debt are largely independent of initial assets ai,0 . Second, the distribution of debt has a mean of
$19,433, which considering Figure 9 implies that those that prefer RS offset those that prefer R I .
Despite this, 89 percent of individuals prefer R IBR .
Decomposing welfare

We can use the model to decompose the gains in total welfare into that

due to (i) utility of consumption, (ii) disutility of labor, (iii) search costs. Figure 10 displays these
components for different debt levels, and Table 9 reports average total welfare.
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Figure 8: Comparison of zero, low and high debt cohorts
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Notes: (i) Simulated cohorts have 100,000 workers each, (ii) All workers are initialized with ai,0 = 0, (iii) High debt
workers are initialized with di,0 = 85, 000, medium debt workers are initialized with di,0 = 40, 000.

We derive three main findings. First, 64 percent of the increase in welfare under the incomebased repayment plan is due to the expected utility value of consumption flows. This stems from
two sources: consumption is delivered when marginal utility of consumption is higher, and the
present discounted value of consumption itself is higher (final row).42 Second, the welfare value of
lower disutility of labor (higher job satisfaction) under R I is significant, accounting for nearly 30
percent of the total difference. Third, a naive computation of life-time utility based on the present
discounted value of wages would suggest that the Stafford scheme is preferred to the income
based scheme. This is an important result and stems from the fact that wages are endogenously
higher due to the trade-off of job satisfaction. Note that this is the type of calculation that one
would employ in the standard on-the-job search model with linear utility, no savings and student
debt.
42 Note

that although the average wage drops under R IBR , both average consumption and average utility from consumption increases. This is due to the consumption profile over the life cycle becoming flatter and the concavity of
utility makes the average utility over consumption higher.
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Figure 9: Comparing welfare: RS vs. R IBR

Notes: The figure plots the values taken on by the value function for unemployment U ( a, d, t) under the range of values
for d given on the x-axis, and values of a = 0 and t = 1. These are plotted for the model solved under the baseline set
of parameters under R I and RS .

9

Evaluating job satisfaction

An interesting quantitative application of the model is to measure the value of job satisfaction.
Given the solution of the model under the baseline set of parameters we can ask how much the
worker values a transition from a low to a high satisfaction job in terms of (i) life-time consumption
and (ii) trade-off of wages, (iii) how search behavior changes over satisfaction levels. We abstract
from student debt, setting d = 0 for all workers.
(i) Consumption compensation

First we determine the certain reduction in consumption in all

states that an individual with state s = ( a, w, ψL ) would be willing to suffer in order to transition
to a high satisfaction job, keeping the same wage w. That is, we compute the function Ω( a, w) that
satisfies
W Ω ( a, w, ψH ) = E0

∞

∑

h
i
βs u((1 − Ω( a, w))cs ) − 1/ψs ψ0 = ψH , w0 = w = W ( a, w, ψL )

s =0

We repeat the exercise for three cases: (i) under the baseline parameters, (ii) free search

(κ = κ̄ = 0), (iii) setting the conditional wage distribution for low satisfaction draws equal to high
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Figure 10: Comparing welfare: RS vs. R IBR
A. Components of welfare under RS
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Notes: The figure plots the values taken on by the value function for unemployment U ( a, d, t) under the range of values
for d given on the x-axis, and values of a = 0 and t = 1. These are plotted for the model solved under the baseline set
of parameters under R I and RS .

satisfaction draws, and the low-level asset a L = $0. We plot results in Figure 11.43
A worker in a low satisfaction job at date t would be willing forego 2 to 6 percent of life-time
consumption from date t onwards to transition to a high satisfaction job at the same wage. We
first consider the baseline case. For both levels of assets, higher wages in the low satisfaction job
imply higher consumption and so a higher marginal rate of substitution between consumption
and job satisfaction. At low wages consumption is higher for the high asset worker leading to
Ω( a H , w) > Ω( a L , w). At higher wages, this relationship is flipped, a point we return to in a
moment.
In the case with zero search costs, the value of a free transition from ψL to ψH - which this
experiment measures - is less valuable since the worker can search for free in subsequent periods
increasing the value of W ( a, w, ψL ). This leads to Ω[κ =0] ( a, w) < Ω( a, w) for all ( a, w). The difference is greatest for pairs of (w, a) where the worker is least likely to search at ψL under costly
search, for example when wages or assets are already high.
In the case where we eliminate the correlation between wages and job satisfaction in the of43 Under log utility we have we
exp {(1 − β) [W ( a, w, ψL ) − W ( a, w, ψH )]}.

have

the

following
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analytical

expression

Ω( a, w)

=

1 −

Table 9: Decomposing welfare across repayment plans

h

Total welfare

E0 ∑ βt u(ci,t ) − ψi,t − 1Si,t κi,t

Consumption
Work disutility

E0 ∑ βt u(ci,t )
E0 ∑ βt [−
h ψi,t ]

Search costs
Wages ($000’s)
Consumption ($000’s)

E0 ∑ βt −1Si,t κi,t

i

i

E0 ∑ βt wi,t
E0 ∑ βt ci,t

RS

RI

R I − RS

Percent of diff.

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

1499.4

1519.6

20.2

-

1714.8
-210.4

1727.6
-204.3

12.8
6.1

63.2
30.2

-4.9

-3.6

1.3

6.5

552.9
477.7

549.9
489.3

2.9
11.6

Notes: The table provides a decomposition for the total welfare under two different repayment regimes: RS and R I ,
and compares the difference between the two. The three components in the welfare are: consumption, work disutility,
and disutility from search costs.

fer distribution F (w, ψ) workers place a lower value on a free transition to ψH . This is because
the more favourable offer distribution increases W ( a, w, ψL ) more than W ( a, w, ψH ). Under ψL the
individual is far more likely to search and encounter the benefits of a more advantageous distribution. This decreases Ω( a, w). We note that this difference is not large, implying that it is not the
baseline correlation that is driving the heterogeneous valuations of job satisfaction across assets.
(ii) Wages vs. Job satisfaction Next we consider the wage that would make an employed worker
in state s = ( a, w, ψL ) indifferent between that job and a job with higher job-satisfaction. s0 =

( a, w0 , ψH ). That is, we compute the function w∗ ( a, w) that satisfies
W ( a, w∗ ( a, w) , ψH ) = W ( a, w, ψL )
We compute w∗ ( a, w) as function of w for a = $0 and a = $50, 000 and plot these as solid lines in
Figure 12. Comparing these wages can be thought of as analogous to the indifference relationships
derived in the theoretical model in Section 2. Results for the estimated model are plotted in solid
lines. We also repeat the same two exercises as above.
The first take-away from Figure 12 is that the function w∗ ( a, w) lies below the 45◦ -line: a
worker with a low satisfaction job, zero assets and an annual wage of $20,000 will accept a high
satisfaction job with an annual wage of around $12,500. In this sense the high satisfaction job is
valued at $7,500 in current annual wages to the worker.
Second, as the wage of the low satisfaction worker increases, so does the pay-cut that the
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worker is prepared to take in moving to a high satisfaction job. At higher wages the worker
is already able to build up savings to insure against job-loss, and is consuming more so has a
lower marginal utility of consumption. In this position the worker cares less about monetary
compensation and is prepared to take a larger pay-cut to move into a more satisfying job.
Third, for a given wage a high asset worker is prepared to take a larger pay-cut than a low
asset worker. This replicates the theoretical result from Section 2: higher assets tilt the worker’s
job acceptance policy away from wages and towards job satisfaction.
Finally, the gap between the pay-cuts acceptable to low and high asset workers narrow as
wages increase. The probability of job separation is low and so a high wage worker with low
assets will - with high probability - quickly increase their assets. Their job acceptance behavior
therefore comes to approximate that of a high asset worker.
Overall these conclusions are consistent with those in Section 2 and provide strong evidence
for the quantitative value of job-satisfaction, in many cases the worker is prepared to take a paycut of around 50 percent.
(iii) Search decisions

The previous two exercises to an extent ignored the search decision of the

worker, first assuming the worker was already searching and second allowing a free transition.
Now we quantify how the satisfaction level of a job effects the search behavior of a worker. Recall
that the conditional mean effects of wages and satisfaction on search are fitted in our indirect
inference estimation - matching the parameters of the linear probability model Si = α + β w wi +
β ψ ψi . Here we extend the analysis to include the effect of assets. For a given value of κ and
states ( a, ψ) we can determine the threshold reservation wage for search w( a, ψ) such that for all
w < w( a, ψ) the individual searches. That is w( a, ψ) equates the marginal benefit of search to the
marginal cost, satisfying
W ( a, w( a, ψ), ψ) −

Z


max W ( a, w( a, ψ), ψ), W ( a, w0 , ψ0 ) dF (w0 , ψ0 ) =

κ
λE

Figure 13 shows w( a, ψL ) and w( a, ψH ) for the mean value κ̄. For both levels of job satisfaction
the reservation wage for search is declining in assets. For asset values over $60,000, no high satisfaction worker searches at κ̄ since they can no longer find higher satisfaction jobs and the value
of search in terms of wage outcomes does not out-weigh the cost. As the wage and asset levels
of the worker decrease, workers search more as predicted by the theory. The main difference in
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Figure 11: Life-time consumption equivalent value of high job-satisfaction

Notes: The figure depicts the life-time consumption equivalent value of high job-satisfaction relative to low jobsatisfaction for six cases: low and high assets, respectively, for (i) under the baseline parameters, (ii) free search (κ = 0),
and (iii) setting the conditional wage distribution equal for low and high satisfaction draws.

search behavior, however is due to the satisfaction of the worker in their current job. Consider
workers with assets of $20,000: only high satisfaction workers in jobs paying less than around
$14,000 search, while the cut-off wage for low satisfaction workers is around $27,000.

10

Conclusion

In this paper we first showed that the level of student debt held by a graduating college student
has a statistically significant effect on early labor market behavior and outcomes. Specifically,
higher levels of debt cause workers to end up in jobs with higher wages, lower job satisfaction
and to search more on the job. We showed that these outcomes can be neatly rationalized by a
simple extension of the Lise (2013) model of search with asset accumulation to accommodate a
degree of non-pecuniary disutility of work. Since wages and asset levels are linked through the
budget constraint whereas job satisfaction is not, higher levels of debt cause workers to substitute
higher wages for lower job satisfaction in their reservation policies.
We proceeded to extend this simple model to a quantitative framework which we estimate using the novel observables provided by the NCES BB08 data. We found a quantitatively important
role for job satisfaction in shaping the labor market behavior and strong evidence for its interac-
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Figure 12: Wage offer indifference across assets and wages

Notes: The figure shows the wage offer indifference across assets and wages, also for the six cases: low and high
assets, respectively, for (i) under the baseline parameters, (ii) free search (κ = 0), and (iii) setting the conditional wage
distribution equal for low and high satisfaction draws.

tion with asset levels. Modelling the exact institutional framework of US Federal student loans
in 2008 we showed that the model’s out-of-sample predictions for students with student debt fits
well with the data, recommending the model for policy analysis.
We considered a simple policy experiment of a transition to a income based repayment scheme
(IBR). The IBR is strictly preferred by students with higher debt burdens as it allows student to intertemporally shift large repayments to periods when the marginal utility of consumption is lower.
This consumption effect accounts for 63 percent of the welfare gains. The remainder is dominated
by the higher job satisfaction achieved by graduates under the less pressing repayment requirements. A not insignificant portion is due to lower search costs as graduates are less desperate to
take any initial position and then search more as time goes on. Importantly, the large trade-off
of job satisfaction and wages found under the standard repayment system would lead one that
considers only wages to mistakenly infer that the standard repayment system is preferred.
This paper can be extended along a number of dimensions. In particular, as detailed in Appendix ??, the quantitative model in Section 4 can easily be extended to accommodate college
choice. Such a model would use the continuation values in the existing model as data, utilizing
the new College Scorecard data to estimate probabilistic production functions for colleges, and be
simply estimated in a discrete choice framework. Such a setting would allow policy experiments
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Figure 13: On-the-job search decisions at κ̄ by wages, assets and job satisfaction
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Notes: The figure depicts the on-the-job search decisions w( a, ψL ) and w( a, ψH ) for the mean value search cost.

of the type: “Suppose the repayment policy changed from R to R0 , what is the total effect on welfare,
including debt take up and college choice?” rather than being qualified by our statements at the beginning of Section 8. As we show in the Appendix, it would also allow us to test the validity of our
instrument directly by including it in a structural model. Specifically, we could address whether
differences in exogenous shifters of school preference (distance to school, type of course offered
etc) are a stronger force than the loan to grant ratio in determining selection.
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